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Abstract

In this thesis a novel method is proposed that makes use of multispectral and hyperspectral image data to generate a novel photometric-invariant spectral image. For RGB colour image input, an illuminant-invariant image was constructed independent of the colour and intensity of the illuminant and of shading. To generate this image either a set of calibration images was required, or entropy information taken from a single image was used to develop the parameters necessary to produce the invariant. Nonetheless, generating an invariant image remains a complex and error-prone task for RGB image data. In contrast, for spectral images with many more spectral channels (i.e., for multispectral or hyperspectral image data) we show that photometric-invariant image formation is in essence greatly simplified. One of the requirements for forming an invariant is the necessity of narrowband-sensor sensors. Here this is the case, and we show that with the simple knowledge of peak sensor wavelengths we can generate a high-dimensional spectral invariant. The PSNR is shown to be high between the respective invariant spectral features for multispectral and hyperspectral images taken under different illumination conditions, showing lighting invariance for a per-pixel measure; and the s-CIELAB error measure shows that the colour error between the 3-dimensional colour images used to visualize the output invariant high-dimensional data is also small.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with generating invariant spectral images that are invariant to lighting conditions and effects. The illumination effects to be removed in this work are shadows, shadings, specularities and illuminant colour. RGB is a popular format for storing colour images, representing each pixel with a triple (Red, Green, Blue). RGB images have 3 channels and each pixel lives in a 3-dimensional space. In this thesis by using “3-D image” I mean an image with 3 channels, such as RGB images. On the other hand, spectral images usually have more than 3 channels.

Spectral images are divided into two groups in this thesis: First “multispectral’ images which have more than 3 channels, up to about 31 channels, Second “hyperspectral” images, typically produced by airborne or space-borne remote sensing imaging systems and contain hundreds of narrowband channels. An important property of multispectral images is that all of the channels are in the visible domain for the human visual system. However, for hyperspectral images, many channels could be beyond the visible for the human visual system.

A typical camera has sensors which are broadband. Figure 1.1(a) shows a Kodak DCS420 camera sensors. As you can see many wavelengths contribute in each sensor. On the other hand for a narrowband sensor, only small group of wavelengths contribute in the response; in ideal format only one wavelength. Figure 1.1(b) shows an ideal camera with delta-like function sensors.

The thesis sets out a generalization to spectral images of previous work carried out on 3-dimensional image data in colour, R,G,B. In that previous work, an illumination invariant greyscale image was produced by reducing the dimensionality from 3 to 1 in stages, by progressively removing the influence of lighting in each step. The first step removes the shading and intensity by forming the band-ratio chromaticity which will reduce dimensionality of data from 3 to 2. The second step is to take a log of chromaticity to have the result linearized in illumination colour. Finally, the last step is to project the data into a specific direction which will result in removing effects of illumination effects and reducing the dimensionality from 2 to 1.
However, the final step, which removed the effect of lighting completely or at least greatly attenuated it, necessitated a camera calibration, in one embodiment, or somewhat less reliable use of entropy minimization as a mechanism for obtaining the final projection in a 2-space which generated the final greyscale.

Here, because of the special conditions under which higher-dimensional image data is typically obtained, we show that in fact the calibration or entropy minimization step can be omitted, thus greatly simplifying the algorithm. As a consequence, we show that it is possible to generate an illumination invariant for such higher-dimensional data using the new proposed method, with provable diminishment of the influence of light on such images. For example, quite striking results are obtained for “seeing into the shadows” for satellite images. Because of the availability of spectral data, it is also possible to visualize such results in RGB, thus creating a new mechanism for information display for high-dimensional images.

Since this work touches upon the related topics of colour constancy and 3-dimensional illumination invariant images, as well as the many proposed methods proposed for shadow identification and removal, these research directions are reviewed below. To begin, however, we introduce the framework for image formation utilized.
1.1 Light and Surface

1.1.1 Illuminant Spectral Power Distribution

Whereas in Computer Graphics light colour is simply taken as RGB triples, a fuller representation involves spectral measurements. Indeed, simply using RGB can lead to notorious problems in generating synthetic images [47]. Thus a more complete description of light spectra involves specifying quantum catches for narrowband filters (with widths of around 10nm), at least over the spectral sensitivity of the Human Visual System (HSV), which ranges from 390 to 750nm. Since light is an electromagnetic wave (macroscopically), one might wonder whether the Spectral Power Distribution (SPD) thus obtained is indeed sufficient for describing image formation for Graphics or for Computer Vision, but in fact it can be shown that the SPD is sufficient [76]. In this thesis, data available is typically inclusive of, but well beyond the spectral range of the HSV.

1.1.2 Surface Reflectance

In physics surface reflection is the change in intensity and direction of an incoming light ray, in the case of geometrical optics, between two different media so that the light ray returns into the medium which it comes from. Reflection of light can be specular or diffuse. Perfect specular reflection from a surface is mirror-like, in which the incoming light ray is emitted into a single direction. This reflectance is based on the geometry of the surface and can be described by the law of reflection. The law of reflection states that incoming and outgoing light rays and surface normal are co-planar, and the angle between incident ray and surface normal is equal to the angle between reflectance ray and surface normal.

Diffuse reflection is a reflection from a surface where the incoming light ray is reflected in many angles, unlike perfect specular reflectance where it is reflected into a single angle. If the reflected luminance is equal in all directions, then the surface is called Lambertian, and the surface reflectance can be described by Lambert’s cosine law: the shading is given by the cosine of the angle between the incoming ray and the local surface normal (and clipped to zero for normals at greater than 90° from the light direction). In general in Nature, surface reflectance consist of both specular and diffuse reflectances. A simplified model for combining both is the Dichromatic Reflection model [51], which holds in the spectral domain as well as in RGB. This states that, for a single surface, the spectrum lies in a plane formed by the diffuse spectrum and the specular one. In Graphics, the Phong model for specular reflection [63] is often used, notwithstanding its simplicity: this uses a cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the viewing angle to generate a more spread-out specular reflectance cone. The Neutral Interface Model [55] goes on to propose that specular colour shall be equated with that of the light itself. This holds, approximately, for dielectrics (but not for
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metals).

1.1.3 Colour

Since colour is 3-dimensional for the HVS, in that there are three types of colour sensors in the human eye [56], many different colour models have arisen for different purposes, each based on 3-vector descriptions. Some of these are RGB, XYZ, HSV, YUV, CIELAB, CIEXYZ, CMYK, etc. [56].

Here we are exclusively interested in (i) RGB values as seen by a camera and (ii) colour triples as seen by HVS. For the latter, “colour” is taken to be the triple formed by integrating the light-stimulus SPD with the human colour-matching functions [79], denoted \( \bar{x}(\lambda), \bar{y}(\lambda), \bar{z}(\lambda) \). That is, a tristimulus 3-vector \( X,Y,Z \) is formed by

\[
X = \int E(\lambda) \, \bar{x}(\lambda) \, d\lambda \\
Y = \int E(\lambda) \, \bar{y}(\lambda) \, d\lambda \\
Z = \int E(\lambda) \, \bar{z}(\lambda) \, d\lambda
\]  

(1.1)

where \( E(\lambda) \) is the light SPD entering the eye. The middle value, \( Y \), is called the luminance.

For 3-dimensional colour image data, human vision sensors are replaced by camera sensors. Let us denote these three sensors, corresponding to \( R,G,B \) as spectral sensitivity curves \( q(\lambda) \), with components

\[
q(\lambda) = (q_R(\lambda), q_G(\lambda), q_B(\lambda))^T
\]  

(1.2)

Then for camera values \( R,G,B \) pixel values are generated in a similar manner to Equation (1.1), as follows:

\[
R = \int E(\lambda) \, q_R(\lambda) \, d\lambda \\
G = \int E(\lambda) \, q_G(\lambda) \, d\lambda \\
B = \int E(\lambda) \, q_B(\lambda) \, d\lambda
\]  

(1.3)

1.2 Illumination Effects

Illumination effects are well studied in both optics and in the computer graphics. Illumination has many effects on the perceived image by HVS or computer. It is important that a computer-generated image be perceived as "real" by humans. It is also important that a human made scene
be perceived as “understandable” by a computer. Illumination plays a big role in both perceptions. Factors such as intensity of the illumination and its colour has effects on the perceived image, in addition to shading and specularity, which come from geometry of single object in the scene and illumination direction, and last but not least shadows have great effects on perceived shape and colour of the objects in a scene.

By definition, illumination intensity is the amount of light that hits or passes through a unit surface. In photometry intensity is measured as the amount of light perceived by human eye, and is measured in Lux, the standard unit for luminous power per unit area. Intensity of illumination source may vary by the wavelength of light, but the perceived brightness by human eye is related to the total amount of intensities over all the visible wavelengths.

Shading is another important effect of illumination which is caused by the geometry of the object. In a brief explanation, shading is a change in brightness caused by change in angle between the surface normal vector and illumination rays. This effect is very important in computer graphics for rendering realistic images. Usually images without shading seem to be flat for humans. That is the reason that shading is a huge contributor to perception of depth by humans.

Specularity or highlight is another important effect of illumination caused by the geometry of the object. For this specific effect not only surface normal vector and illumination rays are important, but also the viewer’s direction. Usually a specular point is perceived as a point which returns all the incident light rays to the viewer—like a mirror. Based on this effect different materials are divided into two groups: one is matte materials which do not have any specularities, and another is specular materials which may have specular points.

Figure 1.2 shows shading and specularity for a sphere. Please note that the image is not real, it is synthesized based on Phong’s model of reflection.

Figure 1.2: Shading and Specularity for a Sphere

Another important effect of illumination is shadow. Shadow can be defined as lack of illumination caused by an obstacle, preventing illumination rays to reach a surface, resulting in darker surface reflectance in general. If some part of the object was the obstacle, then the shadow is called
self-shadow, while it is called cast shadow otherwise.

1.3 Previous Works

As mentioned earlier regarding the effect of illumination on images and the problems that different illumination conditions can cause for tasks like segmentation, detection and recognition, it is very important to be able to separate changes in image surfaces from changes in illumination conditions. This task is one of the fundamental tasks in computer vision systems due to its great influence on results. Due to the well understood importance of this issue, studies on separating illumination effects from reflectance have appeared for some time. Barrow and Tenenbaum [4] introduced “intrinsic images” in 1978 as a representation for decomposing reflectance variations from illumination variations. In their work intrinsic images are introduced as mid-level image descriptors which decompose the input image into two images, one which records surface reflectance for different points in the scene and another that records the variation of illumination across the image. Barrow and Tenenbaum proposed methods that can work under simple models of image formation. But since image formation is complex in nature recovering intrinsic images from an image is an ill-posed problem and cannot be solved without further limitations and conditions on the image. More recently Weiss [78] proposed a new algorithm for deriving intrinsic images from a sequence of images captured with a stationary camera. Instead of dealing with the general problem, Weiss assumed that the reflectance image will not change in the sequence of $T$ images. He also assumed that the illumination image will give rise to sparse filter outputs. With these assumptions the problem became well-posed but the application of this method is restricted.

Another similar attempt to solve the problem of decomposing reflectance and illumination images from the input image is the Lightness and Retinex algorithms, first introduced by Land and McCann [54]. They have tried to decompose the input images into Lightness and Retinex images, which are reflectance and illumination images in intrinsic image decomposition, under certain conditions applied to the scene and illumination. They assumed that reflectance images will be piecewise constant and surfaces are 2-dimensional planar. They also use the assumption that illumination intensity will change slowly across the image. Under these assumptions they have distinguished changes in reflectance images and changes in illumination images. The method was extended over the years: works done by Horn [38], Hurlbert [40], Funt et al. [27] and Freeman and Viola [26] are good examples of those extensions, yet some limitations still restrict applications of this approach.

Attempts have not been limited to decomposing an input image into two images representing the surface reflectance and illumination intensity of the scene. Other approaches have taken the
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colour of scene illuminant into account as well. Land’s “Retinex Theory of Color Vision” [53] was seminal in an approach called Colour Constancy, where instead of obtaining the intrinsic reflectance images the objective is to obtain a rendering for a scene under different illumination. Colour constancy algorithms have been continuously improved over the years and works done by Maloney and Wandell [59], Forsyth [24] and Finlayson et al. [21] are examples of this research. These algorithms have often assumed the same restrictive conditions that lightness and retinex theory do, such a Mondrian scenes, which limits their applicability in natural scene conditions. Also, factors such as shadows, shading and specularities are often ignored.

Colour constancy algorithms try to estimate the colour of scene illuminant, but another approach is to remove its effects from images instead of estimating it. The work done by Funt and Finlayson [28] is based on that intuition, using some invariant features which remain the same under different illumination conditions. They have proposed a new method to be used in color indexing instead of using colour constancy as preprocessing. They used the fact that ratios of colour RGB values for neighbouring locations are almost invariant with respect to illumination of the scene. There are other methods using a similar intuition, such as works by Healey and Wang [36], Gevers and Smeulders [30], Gevers and Stokman [31] and Finlayson et al. [14].

The next group of methods concerned with illumination effects on images are methods dealing with both intensity and colour of illuminant that form so-called shadow-free algorithms or in a more general sense illumination-free algorithms. 3-dimensional colour constancy algorithms, in the RGB domain, are too difficult to solve as proposed in [54, 59]. If we move to the chromaticity domain, which is 2-dimensional, the problem of colour constancy is more tractable, as in [22]. Finlayson and Hordley proposed a new method in [19] where they address the 1-dimensional colour constancy problem under certain assumptions. Here the objective was to simply derive a greyscale (1-D) image which is invariant with respect to lighting change. They have shown that 1-dimensional colour constancy is same as invariant computation at a pixel. Their method was the basis for some successful extension of shadow-free methods such as works done by Finlayson and Drew [15], Finlayson et al. [20] [17] [23], Drew and Finlayson [9] and Drew and Yazdani Salekdeh [10].

Although general illumination effects have been well studied in the above-mentioned works, there are a number of works which deal with specific effects of illumination, such as shadows. Shadow formation is one of the well-studied effects of illumination and shadows have significant influence on different computer vision algorithms. Due to its influence, there are numerous vision systems that deal with shadows to reach better results. Methods proposed by Salvador et al. [68] [69] are based on invariant colour models to identify and classify shadows [68] and to segment cast shadows [69]. In the first method they divide shadows into two classes, cast shadows and self shadows, but in the later work they add dark objects as a classification class as well. They
first find the candidate regions for shadows based on the assumption that shadows are darker than non-shadows. In the next step they try to classify candidates based on invariant colour features when assuming that ambient light is proportional to the direct occluded light. Their method is very similar to the method proposed by Javad and Shah in [44]. There are other attempts to solve the problem of detecting cast shadows in videos such as Stuader et al. [72] and Jacques et al. [41] but still all those algorithms only try to detect the shadow, and remove it from the calculations in the vision task, not remove effects of shadows in the images.

Another field that shows interest to deal with shadows is Human-Computer Interaction. User-cast shadows are not desirable in interactive displays, but this situation happens frequently in front-projector displays. Using back-projecting displays are limited in HCI since they need a special display surface material but the front-projector displays are easy to handle and more affordable. This is the motivation behind the work of Sukhtankar et al. [75] and Jaynes et al. [46] [45] who use multiple projectors and cameras to find the shadow region and relight it using redundant projectors. Although their work is not related to other methods mentioned in this chapter, it shows the importance of illumination effects in different fields of computer science.

The above mentioned methods deal with illumination effects, however most of them only work in 3-dimensional colour space and are not designed for multispectral and hyperspectral image data. Dealing with satellite and aerial image data has a strong background in Geoscience and Remote sensing community, and the early works in that community pay special attentions to illumination effects in multispectral and hyperspectral images. Ranson and Daughetry’s work [64] on Scene Shadow Effects is one of the earliest works, which studied effects of strength and position of shadows on multispectral responses from vegetation surface. They have used 7 channels image data with 3 channels in the visible domain and 4 others beyond visibility and shown that the multispectral response is greatly influenced by shadows in the scene. They also mentioned that shadows can affect classification results for vegetation classification, which has been studied by Franklin et al. in [25] and by Singh and Cracknell in [71] as well.

Approaches for finding and removing the shadow areas in hyperspectral images were studied later in [35] and [1]. More recently, Adler-Golden et al. [2] proposed a method to removing shadows from spectral imagery. Their method first tries to find shadow “cores” by assigning a number to each pixel representing the proportion of shadow for that point and finding the maximum assigned numbers. In the next step they find the shadows by expanding those shadow cores and after finding the shadowed region they try to amplify the spectrum for those points. A similar approach has been used by Richter in [66]. His proposed method has special requirements about wavelengths of the sensor, which has been used in finding the shadow cores. After that a region growing approach is used to find the shadowed area and de-shadowing is done using scaled shadow functions.
Montoliu et al. in [62] proposed an invariant representation to intensity, highlights and shading for multispectral images. They have used dichromatic reflection model as physical model, and based on assumption that the illumination is perfect white, removed the illumination effects by $L_n$ Multispectral Invariant method. Although their results showed effectiveness of their method, the assumptions they have made in their method are not applicable to real world images. The same assumptions have been used by Stokman and Gevers in [73] where they detect and classify hyperspectral edges. They put edges caused by material changes, surface orientation and shadows in different classes and used hyperspectral information to distinguish between them.

Recently another method for suppressing illumination effects has been proposed by Ashton et al. in [3]. In their method they convert data from Cartesian space to hyperspherical coordinate system, then segment the data into many classes using K-means and after that subtract the mean from each class to remove shadows. They compare their method to normalize magnitude methods and state that normalize magnitude methods will not work for shadows.

Spectral images have been used in other applications as well. For example Suen and Healey used hyperspectral imagery for recognizing faces invariant to illumination [74], Ye et al. have used spectral and shape priors to segment aerial hyperspectral images from airplanes [81] and Brown and Susstrunk have used multispectral SIFT features to improve performance in scene recognition.

Many channels in hyperspectral images and the diversity of those channels, from visible to far beyond visibility, made it hard to visualize the hyperspectral images. There are methods proposed for visualizing the whole spectrum of hyperspectral images in past decades. Since all images that we display on our day to day displays such as CRT, LCD and TV, have 3 components such as RGB, HSV, etc. the question is how to reduce that many channels to three, to be able to visualize them on displays.

One standard answer would be using dimension reduction approaches such as Principle Component Analysis. Using PCA, one can choose the first three components images, which represent the maximum data variance, and use them as RGB or HSV values. This approach has been used in works by Ready and Wintz [65], Tyo et al. [77] and with some changes using wavelets by Gupta and Jacobson [32]. Although this approach is simple and will result in a colourful images, since the basis will change for different images the resulting visualized images are not interpretable or comparable.

Another approach to visualize hyperspectral images is to use a mega pixel. This approach has intuitions in the fact that in hyperspectral images, each pixel does not correspond to a single material type. Sometimes a pixel in the image represents different amounts of various materials, which is important in remote sensing and there are many methods to determine the materials and their proportion in each pixel. Based on these facts an approach proposed for visualizing
hyperspectral images is to have a mega pixel, and based on materials in each pixel, assign different
colours, textures, etc. to that pixel. This approach has been used by Erbacher et al. [13], Healey
and Enns [35], Cai et al. [6] and Du et al. [12].

Cai et al. [6] have used a fan like mega pixel and 6 classes. Each mega pixel can have different
proportions of each colour based on the proportion of the material that colour represents. They
used Red, Green and Blue and in addition to them they have used Yellow, Sky Blue and Purple to
represent materials. Although this approach is based on intuitions that come from the context of
remote sensing, since it needs classification as preprocessing for visualization, it is hard to implement
and time consuming. Du et al. [12] extend [6] by trying to display all useful information in the
visualization and try to make the visualization as distinctive as possible.

In another attempt to solve the problem, Jacobson and Gupta in [42] proposed a method to show
hyperspectral images on tristimulus displays using spectral envelopes. They have aimed to create a
natural-looking representation of hyperspectral images where white points, brightness, saturation
and hue have the same meanings as they have in the human visual system. Their method was
inspired by the human visual system. They tried to generate spectral envelopes that use whole
spectral domain to generate 3 sensor values. They tried different envelopes such as stretched CIE
Colour Matching Functions. Their method is simpler than using mega pixels yet unlike PCA which
is adaptive to different images it is fixed for all images and thus interpretable. Jacobson et al.
extended this work in [43] by using various envelopes and showed other applications of visualizing
hyperspectral images such as radar images. They also have shown effectiveness of their method for
classification.
Chapter 2

Spectral Images

In order to build a system which can remove effects of illumination in images, we first should study how images are formed. This study not only will give us intuition on potential solutions to our problem, but also will give us a broader view of the problem which will help us with analysis of outputs to refine our models or find why some method works while the other does not.

With this regard, the chapter started with image formation equations and formulas for multispectral and hyperspectral images. Although they are closely related together, there are some small differences and issues are worth mentioning.

2.1 Multispectral Image Formation

To begin with, let us briefly state the model we adopt for multispectral image formation.

Let $\rho$ be a 31-vector for wavelength $\lambda=400$ to 700nm at 10nm intervals, determined by sampling scene spectra using a narrowband spectrophotometer such as the PhotoResearch PR-650 or the SpectraCube [29].

Let us assume that the scene illuminant is constant across the scene, and is given by Planck’s Law [79]:

$$P(\lambda) = c_1 \lambda^{-5} \left[ \exp \left( \frac{c_2}{T\lambda} \right) - 1 \right]^{-1} \quad (2.1)$$

This equation is simplified in Wien’s approximation:

$$P(\lambda) = c_1 \lambda^{-5} \exp \left( -\frac{c_2}{T\lambda} \right) \quad (2.2)$$

with constants $c_1$ and $c_2$, where temperature $T$ characterizes the lighting colour. Specifically, $c_1 = 3.74183 \times 10^{16}$; $c_2 = 1.4388 \times 10^{-2}$ (note that for these units, $\lambda$ is in meters).
Let a multiplicative shading term at a pixel be denoted \( \sigma \) (and this could be Lambertian shading — normal vector dotted into normalized lighting direction).

We shall not make use of constant \( c_1 \) above, but instead use an overall multiplicative light intensity scalar \( I \). As well, let us denote by \( S(\lambda) \) the surface spectral reflectance function.

For completeness, we address not only matte reflectance but also a possible specular contribution, in a spectral image formation model. Suppose the strength of a specular term is given by scalar \( \beta \). If we adopt the Neutral Interface Model [55], here moved into the spectral domain, the spectrum for the specular part of the light reflected from a dielectric is simply given by that of the light itself.

Finally, assuming that our spectrophotometer is sufficiently narrowband, then each sensor is effectively a delta-function, filtering out all wavelengths except \( \lambda_k \), for the peak wavelength of the \( k \)th sensor. Since the measuring instrument may in fact provide different gain factors in each spectral channel \( k = 1..31 \), we should also include in our model an unknown (although in principle measurable) 31-vector \( q_k \) representing the measurement gain in each channel. [Note: We do not need to measure or know this vector, for this work.]

Hence, overall, we model the multispectral signal as:

\[
\rho_k = \sigma I \left( \frac{1}{\lambda_k} \exp\left( -\frac{c_2}{\lambda_k T} \right) S(\lambda_k)q_k + \beta I \frac{1}{\lambda_k} \exp\left( -\frac{c_2}{\lambda_k T} \right) q_k \right)
\]

Combining both terms, and defining \( \alpha \equiv \beta/\sigma \), we thus have an exponential light-colour term times a factor

\[
\sigma I [S(\lambda_k) + \alpha]
\]

and thus we would have

\[
\rho_k = \sigma I [S(\lambda_k) + \alpha] \left( \frac{1}{\lambda_k} \exp\left( -\frac{c_2}{\lambda_k T} \right) q_k \right)
\]

as our final image formation formula.

### 2.2 Hyperspectral Image Formation

Hyperspectral image formation is very similar to multispectral image formation in its nature, in the sense that both are spectral images with narrowband sensors. Each sensor has a gain and a peak wavelength. Using these similarities we can say that image formation formulae for hyperspectral images and multispectral image formation formulae are the same. In fact that is true but still there are differences between multispectral and hyperspectral images which we have to pay attention to. These differences are in the number of channels and the domain of the channels.
One important issue with hyperspectral images is number of channels. Most hyperspectral images are from satellite or aerial imaging devices. Sending a satellite to space or flying special airplanes for aerial imaging are so expensive that the price of most accurate cameras with widest range of sensor wavelength is negligible. Due to this fact, recorded hyperspectral images have many channels, usually more than 200. This number could be even more than 350 channels in some cases. The size of data is directly proportional to the number of channels, so in working with hyperspectral images the data size is about 10 times greater than when working with multispectral images. This can make it more difficult for computer vision algorithms to work on hyperspectral images efficiently, and in timely manner.

The domain of channels in multispectral and hyperspectral images are different. Usually many channels in hyperspectral images are beyond visibility range of human beings. This makes it different from multispectral images where all the channels are between 400 to 700 nanometers - visible domain of humans. This difference not only makes it difficult to show input images but also makes it more difficult to interpret the results and to show effectiveness of the methods in removing effects of illumination. Not paying enough attention to this difference can cause false interpretations of resulted images.

After mentioning these differences and with regards to similarities between hyperspectral and multispectral images, we can use Equation 2.4 which is final image formation formula for multispectral images, and also for hyperspectral images. The only difference is that for hyperspectral images $k = 1..N$ where $N = 224$ or $N = 360$ for datasets used in this work.

### 2.3 Removing Illumination Effects - Problem Definition

While RGB colour is useful in recognizing or identifying objects and surfaces, it is of course dependent on the illumination incident on the surface. This dependency is not desirable and in most cases can increase error rates and decrease accuracy of the results in computer vision tasks. This has led researchers to develop a number of features that are to some extent invariant to the colour or intensity of the illuminant, and to shading as well if possible. Most of these invariant features use information from all pixels in the image in their construction. For example, suppose we normalize an image by dividing Red by its mean value, and similarly for Green and Blue: it can be proved that under certain assumptions this will indeed remove the effect of lighting [11], and if we go over to a chromaticity representation – colour without magnitude – then we can to some extent remove shading as well and arrive at surface colours that provide an intrinsic property of the object itself rather than depending on the sensor and the conditions under which the object is viewed.

Recently, however, a new type of invariant has been constructed that works using only the
information at each pixel [19]. To generate this invariant, sensor (camera RGB) information is required in the form of a set of calibration images, taken under different illumination conditions [20]. One important benefit of the invariant is that since illumination is effectively removed, so are shadows. But for a non-laboratory setting, calibration images are not available and instead entropy information taken from a single image can be used to develop the parameters necessary to produce an invariant image [18]. Nonetheless, generating an invariant image remains a complex and error-prone task for RGB image data.

Using multispectral or hyperspectral image capture, instead of coarsely sampling scene information using broadband camera sensors, samples the signal much more finely. The utility of this information is the possibility of spectral reconstruction of an entire scene and consequently more accurate reproduction and other uses such as identification of surface materials. This application of multispectral and hyperspectral data is studied thoroughly in remote sensing and geology. In terms of photometric-invariant image formation, for hyperspectral or multispectral data, although the amount of data is increased substantially the situation is in essence greatly simplified: one of the requirements for forming a strong invariant is the necessity of either making use of a narrowband-sensor camera or of generating an approximately narrowband set of sensors [16]. In this work, we usually indeed already have narrowband multispectral and hyperspectral sensors, and also know the peak wavelength for each of these. This situation simplifies the generation of an invariant and we show that with this simple knowledge of peak wavelengths we can generate multispectral and hyperspectral data from the input such that the algorithm output is to a great degree invariant to illumination colour and strength, and has shading removed. In fact, the invariant produced is a good deal more effective in removing the effects of shading and lighting because of the greatly increased information available compared to 3-camera-sensor images.

In this work the problem to be solved is to remove the effects of illuminations in multispectral and hyperspectral images, in the situation that we know the peak wavelengths. The effects consist of shading, shadows, colour and intensity of illuminant, inter-reflection and specularities. In § 4 the results are shown.
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Method

In §2 the image formation process for spectral images was discussed and the differences between hyperspectral and multispectral images have been mentioned. Furthermore, the reasons that these effects are not desirable in various applications of multispectral and hyperspectral images have been discussed and the problem of removing illumination effects has been defined. In this chapter the new method for removing illumination effects for spectral images is proposed and explained in detail. In the first section, the method for multispectral images is explained, and in the second section different versions of the method for hyperspectral images are discussed. Results can be find in §4 for synthetic and measured multispectral images and measured hyperspectral images on different image data. More discussions and conclusion will be in §5.

3.1 Multispectral Images

As shown in in § 2.1 we model the spectral signal of $k^{th}$ channel as Equation 2.3 where $k = 1..31$. By combining both terms, and defining variable $\alpha \equiv \beta/\sigma$, we have an exponential light-colour term times a factor

$$\sigma I[S(\lambda_k) + \alpha]$$

From there we came to our final multispectral signal formation formula which has been shown in Equation 2.4.

Since light intensity $I$ and shading $\sigma$ are scalars in Equation 2.4, we can derive a signal which is invariant to light intensity and shading by dividing values for every signal channel $k$ by one particular value of one of the 31 channels. This normalization-like process will form a chromaticity as in [19]. Dividing by one particular channel is common when we know the application. Mouth and lips localization and in general face detection using skin colour are examples of that (cf. [39]). In general, however, in order to not place undue confidence in any particular channel using
arithmetic mean in denominator is preferred as in [80] and [50]. In our work instead, we divide by the geometric mean of the $\rho$ values (cf. [15]). This way we not only remove confidence on one particular channel, but we also use properties of the geometric mean when applying log function to form log chromaticities.

Let us define a chromaticity $\chi_k$ as dividing by the geometric mean value

$$\rho_M \equiv \left( \prod_{j=1}^{31} \rho_j \right)^{(1/31)}$$

(3.1)

so that we generate a modified type of band-ratio chromaticity (colour without magnitude) via

$$\chi_k = \frac{\rho_k}{\rho_M}, \quad k = 1..31$$

(3.2)

This is a modified type of band-ratio chromaticity since the normal chromaticity is formed when channels are divided by arithmetic mean (usually in 3D colour space like RGB). In that case sum of all chromaticity values will be equal to 1. Here in this modified version of band-ratio chromaticity, instead of summation the multiplication of chromaticity values will be constant equal to 1. This means that the log of chromaticity space is a subspace perpendicular to vector $(1, 1, 1, ..., 1)$. - in 31-dimensional case to 31-dimensional vector $(1, 1, ..., 1)$.

Substituting our signal formation model Equation 2.3 in chromaticity equation, we arrive at the form

$$\chi_k = \left( \frac{S(\lambda_k) + \alpha}{S(\lambda_M) + \alpha} \right) \frac{\lambda_M^5}{\lambda_k^5} \exp \left( -\frac{c_2}{T} \left[ \frac{1}{\lambda_k} - \frac{1}{\lambda_M} \right] \right) \frac{q_k}{q_M}$$

or

$$\chi_k = \left( \frac{s_k + \alpha}{s_M + \alpha} \right) \frac{w_k \exp \left( \frac{1}{T} [e_k - e_M] \right)}{\phi_k}$$

(3.4)

where we simplify the expressions by defining some short-hand notations as follows:

$$v_k = \lambda_k^{-5}; \quad w_k = v_k/v_M; \quad \phi_k = q_k/q_M; \quad s_k = S(\lambda_k);$$

$$e_k = -c_2/\lambda_k; \quad v_M = \left( \prod_{j=1}^{31} v_j \right)^{1/31};$$

(3.5)

$$q_M = \left( \prod_{j=1}^{31} q_j \right)^{1/31}; \quad e_M = (1/31) \sum_{j=1}^{31} e_j$$

and we define an effective geometric-mean-respecting value $s_M$ by setting

$$(s_M + \alpha) = \left( \prod_{j=1}^{31} (s_j + \alpha) \right)^{1/31}$$

The light-colour information as in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 is controlled by temperature $T$, and it is contained in an exponential. It makes sense to take logarithms to remove exponentials.
and change multiplications to summation. Then rewriting, the log of the chromaticity now becomes

$$\log \chi_k = \log \left( \frac{s_k + \alpha}{s_M + \alpha} \right) + \log w_k + \log \phi_k + \frac{1}{T}(e_k - e_M) \quad (3.6)$$

Of course, any version of a chromaticity is meant to hold “colour” information with magnitude normalized away, and hence chromaticity signal values are not independent. Specifically, here the log values above all inhabit a plane orthogonal to the unit vector \((1, 1, ..., 1)/\sqrt{31}\) in 31-dimensional space. And in fact each separate term in Equation (3.6) is orthogonal to that unit vector.

This means that although log chromaticity values are still 31-dimensional vectors, they are indeed live in 30-dimensional space. The reason that we still got 31-dimensional vectors is that instead of dividing by one of the channels which would lead us to 31-dimensional space with value one for that specific channel and thus a 30-dimensional space by removing that channel, we divide by geometric mean and now our plane is not orthogonal to any specific channel but instead to geometric mean of all channels.

So far we have removed intensity \(I\) and shading \(\sigma\) by forming chromaticity. Now we have to remove the effect of light colour. The only parameter determining light colour in our equation is \(T\) and in Equation 3.6 we can see that it’s multiplied by vector \((e_k - e_M)\). This means that in order to remove the effect of light colour, we need to project the spectral information into a subspace orthogonal to the direction of the lighting term \((e_k - e_M)\). This projection will remove the term \(\frac{1}{T}(e_k - e_M)\) from log chromaticity equation and thus remove effects of light colour.

Previously, in RGB space [19], we had to calibrate a camera system in order to recover this lighting direction; alternatively we could make use of the lighting-change information in an image to use an entropy measure to determine this direction [17]. But here, in the multispectral domain, we have a very special situation in that every signal channel is narrowband and is assumed given on specific, known wavelengths.

It worth mentioning that sensors were assumed to be narrowband in previous works like [19] and [17], but in our case working with spectral data made it possible for us to use narrow band sensors as a fact and not an assumption. We have used this fact in our equations and methods. Consequently we already know the special direction \((e_k - e_M)\) orthogonal to which to project in order to remove light colour information: \((e_k - e_M)\) is simply given by \((-c_2/\lambda_k - c_2/\lambda_M)\) and is known.

Also, the term \(\log w_k\) in Equation 3.6 is also already known, for the same reason and we can compute it once we know the wavelengths of our narrowband sensors. Hence the only unknown sensor term in Equation 3.6 is the term in sensor gains, \(\log \phi_k\).

As mentioned in §2.1 we have adopted Neutral Interface Model in our image formation equations. Using that we could in fact also derive the value of a projection of this sensor-gain 31-vector \(\log \phi_k\)
provided we could correctly identify at least one specularity in the image. For that specular point if
we had a pure specularity (i.e., the same as imaging the lighting itself), the first term in Equation 3.6
goes to the zero 31-vector, as the specular-strength value $\alpha$ becomes large. So in fact at such a
specularity, using the known other terms, we could determine the projected part of the log $\phi_k$
vector, pertaining to the geometric-mean-divided gain chromaticity vector $q_k/q_M$.

This could have simplified our task a lot where with finding one specular point we could have
known all the unknowns in our Equation 3.6. This could have been the case if the neutral-interface
model we have adopted worked perfectly. However we found in practice that specular multispectral
31-vectors in a multispectral image are not, in fact, sufficiently free of surface reflectance effects
from $s_k$ to allow correct identification of the specular point. Therefore we must rest content with
obtaining all terms except log $\phi_k$ in Equation 3.6 (barring discovering this term via a calibration).
Nonetheless, we can still obtain a multispectral illumination invariant without knowing the term
log $\phi_k$. In fact the term log $\phi_k$ will become our origin in invariant space.

We have removed the effect of light intensity and shading by going over to a chromaticity space
(thus basically descending from a 31-dimensional space to a 30-dimensional one, since chromaticity
components $\chi_k$ are not independent but live on a 30-dimensional plane). To remove the effect of
lighting colour, encapsulated in temperature $T$ in Equation 3.6, we can project the data, written
as 31-dimensional values, into a subspace orthogonal to the lighting-change direction ($e_k - e_M$).

For suppose the $(31 \times 31)$ projection matrix which would be symmetric, idempotent, with a
single non-zero eigenvalue, in light-change direction ($e_k - e_M$) is given by matrix $P_e^-$. Then we can
remove the effect of temperature $T$ by pre-multiplying log chromaticities (Equation 3.6) by the
projector onto the orthogonal subspace, $P_e^\perp = I_{31} - P_e$, where $I_{31}$ is the $31 \times 31$ identity matrix.

Thus we obtain

$$P_e^\perp \log \chi_k = P_e^\perp \log \left( \frac{s_k + \alpha}{s_M + \alpha} \right) + P_e^\perp \log w_k + P_e^\perp \log \phi_k$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

We know the second term on the right because we know the narrowband signal wavelengths being
measured. At a specularity, the first term on the right approximately vanishes — this is because
the specular-factor term $\alpha$ dominates the surface-reflectance terms. At a non-specular pixel, the
first term on the right is the matte characteristic of the surface material itself, and thus forms an
illumination invariant.

We take the left hand side of Equation 3.7 to define our illumination-invariant multispectral
image. In the following, we shall no longer consider the specular term for multispectral images
but instead concentrate on matte components of images. You can find the Psuedocode for the
multispectral illumination invariant algorithm in Program 3.1
Output = Multispectral_Invariant ( Spectral_Image )
{
    For each Pixel in Spectral_Image
        Geometric_Mean = Product(Channels) / (1/Count(Channels))
        Chromaticity = Pixel / Geometric_Mean
        LogChromaticity = Log(Chromaticity)
        Projector_e = Projector(\epsilon_k - \epsilon_M)
        Projector_Orthogonal = I - Projector_e
        ProjectedLogChromaticity = LogChromaticity * Projector_Orthogonal
        Output = Exp(ProjectedLogChromaticity)
    End
}
Visualize_Multispectral(Output)

Program 3.1: Psuedo-code for multispectral image invariant algorithm

We show below that this simple formulation works very well on real, 31-dimensional, multispectral data. To better understand the strengths and limitations of the model in Equation 3.7, first we consider multispectral synthetic images in §4.1, where we know the ground truth, and then in §4.2 go on to investigate experimental data.

3.2 Hyperspectral Images

As mentioned in §2.2, hyperspectral images are very similar to multispectral images in the sense that they both have narrowband sensors and the peak wavelengths for those sensors are known in spectral images. Also image formation formulas for both are the same. A question might come to mind; do we need a different method for removing the illumination effects from hyperspectral images? The answer is “Yes and No”.

Yes, in the sense that we are dealing with much greater data in terms of the size and number of channels, which needs a more efficient method to deal with, or an approach to reduce the size of channels before processing. Another issue would be the non-visible channels. As mentioned earlier, many hyperspectral channels are beyond visibility and need special attention when we are dealing with them. In fact only a small proportion of hyperspectral image data is in the visible domain. Not paying enough attention to non-visible channels can result in complications in visualizing the shadow-free image as well as the original image, and can cause false negatives and false positives.

On the other hand, the answer is No in the sense that with all differences between multispectral and hyperspectral images at the end they both are spectral images with the same image formation
formula. Since we do not have any assumptions about the number of channels or the visibility of those channels in our method presented in §3.1, then we can use the same method for hyperspectral images as well.

To conclude, both answers are correct and each of them addresses some issues about the defined problem as well as the proposed method. In this work we tested different versions of the method proposed for multispectral images with intuitions from the mentioned issues about hyperspectral images, and shown the differences and validity of those issues.

The first approach to solve the problem for hyperspectral images is to use multispectral illumination invariant method, by forming 31-dimensional data from the hyperspectral image data and then applying the exact method proposed in §3.1. This “dimension reduction” process can be done in many ways: choosing any 31 channels from our set of hundreds of channels, or choosing a specific set of channels, etc. Arbitrary choice of channels would prevent logical interpretation of the original and output image. Instead one can choose 31 sequential channels where all of those channels have peak wavelengths in the visible domain.

Another approach, which is used in this work, is to create an ideal 31-dimensional data using interpolation of hyperspectral image data. In this process we defined the ideal 31-dimensional image as an image where the peak wavelengths of its evenly spaced between 400 and 700 nanometers. We assumed that 400 to 700 nanometers is the human visible domain, however the lower and upper bands of the visibility domain varies in different sources.

Knowing the ideal peak wavelengths and the measured peak wavelengths of the hyperspectral image we can interpolate the ideal 31-dimensional image data using various interpolation methods. In this work we chose cubic spline interpolation.

Cubic spline interpolation, similar to other spline interpolations, is a piecewise polynomial interpolation. Spline interpolations are usually preferred over polynomial interpolation due to the ability of making interpolation errors small even using low degree polynomials. Using spline interpolation one can avoid the oscillation problem in interpolation as in Runge’s phenomenon[67]. Runge’s phenomenon occurs in interpolation with high degree polynomials.

For each piece, the cubic spline polynomial is formulated as:

\[ P_i(x) = a_i(x - x_i)^3 + b_i(x - x_i)^2 + c_i(x - x_i) + d_i; x_i \leq x < x_{i+1} \] (3.8)

for \( i = 1 \ldots n - 1 \) where \( n \) is number of data points, and \( a_i, b_i, c_i \) and \( d_i \) are coefficients of \( i \)th polynomial function \( P_i \). Using some boundary conditions the equation above can be solved and coefficients can be determined [8].

Using cubic spline interpolation we can generate an ideal 31-dimensional version of the image data where information is in visible domain and we can apply the method proposed for multispectral
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images and reach our output free from illumination effects. The psuedocode for this approach is shown in Program 3.2. However we had more information in the original input image which we threw away by making the ideal multispectral image. These information from the channels beyond visibility is useful in many applications and just throwing them away is not desirable for those applications.

Output = Hyperspectral_Invariant_1 ( Spectral_Image )
{
    Spectral_Image = Hyperspectral_To_Multispectral_Cubic_Spline( Spectral_Image )
    For each Pixel in Spectral_Image
        Geometric_Mean = Product(Channels)^(1/Count(Channels))
        Chromaticity = Pixel / Geometric_Mean
        LogChromaticity = Log(Chromaticity)
        Projector_e = Projector(e_k - e_M)
        Projector_Orthogonal = I-Projector_e
        ProjectedLogChromaticity = LogChromaticity * Projector_Orthogonal
        Output = Exp(ProjectedLogChromaticity)
    End
}
Visualize_Multispectral(Output)

Program 3.2: Psuedo-code for hyperspectral image invariant algorithm, the first approach — Using the cubic spline interpolation to reduce the hyperspectral input image into a multispectral image.

To solve this problem we can use the exact method proposed for making illumination invariant images in multispectral domain, to the hyperspectral image data and process all hyperspectral channels. This will need more computations and the problem can be hard to solve, but at the end we can be sure that we didn’t throw out any information.

In order to visualize the input and output images we can use various approaches. One simple approach would be just visualizing the visible domain as we did previously. This will show the user what was the input image and what would be the output image if a person looked at it. This approach is simple and can show effectiveness of our algorithm in removing effects of illumination in visible domain, but the illumination has effects in beyond visibility domain as well. You can see the psuedo code for this approach in Program 3.3. It would not be fair to show the output of only visible domain when the algorithm uses the whole spectrum. On the other hand, the illumination effect might be still visually distinct for visible domains but not distinct taking all the channels into account. Based on these issues, we need to have some method to visualize the whole spectrum of the hyperspectral image.

an alternative is to use methods which allow visualization of whole hyperspectral spectrum for
Output = Hyperspectral_Invariant_2 ( Spectral_Image )
{
    For each Pixel in Spectral_Image
        Geometric_Mean = Product(Channels)^(1/Count(Channels))
        Chromaticity = Pixel / Geometric_Mean
        LogChromaticity = Log(Chromaticity)
        Projector_e = Projector(\epsilon_k - \epsilon_M)
        Projector_Otherogonal = I - Projector_e
        ProjectedLogChromaticity = LogChromaticity * Projector_Otherogonal
    ProjectedLogChromaticity = Hyperspectral_To_Multispectral_Cubic_Spline(ProjectedLogChromaticity)
    Output = Exp(ProjectedLogChromaticity)
}
Visualize_Multispectral(Output)

Program 3.3: Pseudo-code for hyperspectral image invariant algorithm, the second approach — Using the cubic spline interpolation to reduce the hyperspectral output image into a multispectral image.

Program 3.4: Pseudo-code for hyperspectral image invariant algorithm, the third approach — No dimension reduction

Visualize_Hyperspectral(Output)
Although visualizing is a good solution, still it might be hard to implement or not satisfactory in every application. A simple alternative is to view the spectrum in plots. That way we can see the difference of spectrums of two points and compare the spectrums. This approach has been used for in-light and in-shadow points and shows the effectiveness of the method using them.
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Results

So far the problem is defined and the method for solving the problem is proposed. In this chapter results for synthetic and measured multispectral image data and measured hyperspectral image data from different imagery sources are shown.

4.1 Synthetic Multi Spectral Images

In order to check the validity of our method we first generate a simple synthetic scene, but using full spectra, so as to be able to completely control reflectances and illuminants in the spectral image. Such a synthetically generated 31-band image can then serve as a testing ground for our analysis, and can show that our method is working for the situation where all our assumptions are held.

Suppose we utilize a set of three shaded spheres as in [15], with surface colors equal to patches 1, 4, and 9 (dark skin, moderate olive green, moderate red) of the Macbeth ColorChecker [61]. As illuminant, suppose we take Planckian light, a blueish Planckian light with temperature $T = 10500^\circ K$. For generating RGB images we utilize the set of three camera sensors for the Kodak DCS420 colour still camera, shown in Figure 4.1(a), and for the set of 31 spectral gain values $q_k$ we use those shown in Figure 4.1(b) [these are taken to be simply the sum of the camera curves raised to a power].

Let the direction to the light be \{0.5, 1.0, 3.0\}, normalized. Then the matte image in a Lambertian model is as in top row of Figure 4.2(a), displayed in the sRGB (gamma-corrected) colour space [7] (note the effect of the very blue light and the blue-red mix in the ostensibly blue camera sensor). Note that we show images in RGB, but in fact the synthetic image is generated in 31-D. The Lambertian shading image is shown in the top of Figure 4.2(b).

Now since we mean to show that a 31-dimensional illumination invariant image is derivable via Equation (3.7), in the bottom row of Figure 4.2(a) we show the same three surfaces, but illuminated by a reddish Planckian light for temperature $T_2 = 2800^\circ K$. Since we mean to demonstrate that
shading can be removed, in this case let the lighting direction be \((-1.0, -2.0, 3.0)\), normalized, so that shading is different than that for the blue light and is as in the bottom of Figure 4.2(b).

Now applying the invariant image formulation (3.7), we derive a 31-dimensional illumination invariant image. In terms of the geometric-mean chromaticity, we can display the resulting image, as in Figure 4.3.

Here we have generated a colour image by applying the human vision colour-matching functions [79] to generate tristimulus XYZ values and then gone over to the standardized sRGB colour space.

To compare, in Figure 4.4, we show this chromaticity for the original, spectral, image, and note how differently the spheres appear under different lighting.

Since the invariant has in fact removed lighting, we show the chromaticity for the invariant regressed back onto that for the top of Figure 4.3 [as was done in [9] in order to put back some lighting]. Naturally, we cannot retrieve any information beyond the terminator for each of these sets of three spheres (where shading $\sigma$ goes to zero).

Finally, we can ask how well we do in deriving a 31-dimensional invariant by calculating the mean Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) for the spectral invariant, in the lighted (shading not zero) areas. PSNR is usually used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of compression methods which is related to similarity of the original and reconstructed image. PSNR is defined in Equation 4.1

$$PSNR = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{Max_I}{\sqrt{\frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} [I(i,j) - O(i,j)]^2}} \right)$$ (4.1)
Figure 4.2: (a): Matte image, top row under blue Planckian $T = 10500^\circ K$, bottom under red $T = 2,800^\circ K$; (b): Shading under each of two lights

Figure 4.3: Illumination-invariant chromaticity image
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Figure 4.4: Chromaticity for original image before invariant processing

Where $\text{Max} I$ is the maximum value of the input image, $I$ is the input image and $O$ is the output image. We find a mean PSNR value of 73.87 dB for this synthetic example: since there is in fact so much data available, an illumination invariant (at least in this noise-free synthetic example) does better than typical results using only 3-sample RGB data (cf. Ref. [18]).

4.2 Measured Multispectral Images

To show our method’s applicability to real multispectral images, let us apply the above analysis to measured multispectral image data: suppose that for visualization purposes we make RGB colour out of the spectral database image data collected in [37]. That is, we generate XYZ tristimulus values from the 31-D data by applying the human vision colour-matching functions and then go over to nonlinear (i.e., gamma-corrected) sRGB colour space pixel values by applying the XYZ to sRGB transformation in the sRGB standard [7].

Let us consider the 31-dimensional image visualized in Figure 4.5(a), displayed in sRGB colour space. This image is generated from 31-D spectral data imaged under standard daylight D75 [29].

Now, since we know the actual imaging daylight and in fact we have complete high-dimensional data, it is straightforward to change the lighting by dividing each spectral component by the light-vector value for the original illuminant, D75, and multiplying by a second light. Here we go over to a much more reddish-looking light, standard illuminant D48 [48], whose correlated colour
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Figure 4.5: (a): Visualization of 31-D measured multispectral data, under illuminant D75; (b): Visualization under redder illuminant D48 temperature $T$ is 4800°K. Now the visualization appears as in Figure 4.5(b), i.e., with colours substantially shifted to the red.

Applying the invariant processing Equation (3.7), we derive illumination invariant 31-D multispectral images for each of the lights. Figures 4.6(a,b) show how the invariant appears in RGB, under each of the lights (where again we have regressed colours back onto those that do not have the lighting removed, Figure 4.5(a), as in [9]).
For the 31-dimensional invariant spectral images derived from each of the lights, we can calculate the PSNR between each of the 31-dimensional pixel spectra, between the two output invariant 31-dimensional images. Here, we find a mean value of 39.09 dB, showing that the invariant produced is excellent: changing the lighting does not greatly affect the invariant result.

We can further characterize the strength of the invariant by examining the error between the colour visualizations in Figures 4.6(a,b): we can ask how different is the perceived colour between Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b) by applying the s-CIELAB colour-error metric [82]. Rather than
Figure 4.7: Two points, in-shadow (blue circle) and in-light (red circle)

Figure 4.8: Plot of in-shadow (blue) and in-light (red) 31-D pixel data — solid curves are original data and dashed curves are after invariant processing

being simply a per-pixel error measure as is PSNR, this colour error metric takes into account human perception of colour difference including the effect of spatial visual acuity in the different opponent colour channels. Here, we find a very small colour difference, with maximum $\Delta E$ value 0.67, i.e., less than 1 just-noticeable difference value.
While invariant images Figures 4.6(a,b) appear to retain somewhat the shadowing present in the original images, a close examination shows that this is not in fact the case: in the output images Figures 4.6(a,b) the shading inside locations that appeared in shadow is in fact correctly removed, and what now appears as shading is due to specularities that appear in the original data. Figure 4.7 identifies two points on the original image — the blue circle is in-shadow and the red
one is in-light, both for the same surface material.

In Figure 4.8 the solid curves are for the original spectral data, blue for in-shadow and red for in-light. The dashed curves are for the corresponding invariant-spectral-image output — illuminant-invariant processing has brought the two curves into a much closer match, thus showing that that the 31-dimensional invariant does indeed substantially remove the effects of lighting and shading.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show both originals and invariant processing for a some of the further 19 images in the database used: the mean PSNR between invariant curves for all 20 spectral images under different lights varies from 37.78dB to 41.06dB, with mean value 39.34, showing that the multispectral invariant processing proposed here is very effective for removing lighting effects for this high-dimensional data. For colour error in RGB visualizations of the invariant between two standard lights, D75 and D48, the maximum spatial-CIELAB $\Delta E$ values range from 0.145 to 1.37 units, i.e. a very small perceptual difference.

4.3 Hyperspectral Images

4.3.1 SpecTIR Beltsville Dataset

As mentioned in §3.2 there are different approaches to remove illumination effects in hyperspectral image data. One is to reduce the data size to multispectral image with 31 channels and apply the method for removing the illumination effects in multispectral image data. For this we made the ideal 31 dimensional multispectral image from our hyperspectral image using cubic spline interpolation. To compare the invariant image with the original image we should reduce the original hyperspectral image into a multispectral image too.

The first dataset we used was SpecTIR Agriculture and Vegetation Sample from Beltsville, MD, USA[57]. The dataset has an hyperspectral image with 360 channels, with peak wavelengths from 390 to 2450 nanometers. The image has hight of 468 pixels and width of320 pixels. This dataset is one of the free sample datasets available on SpecTIR LLC. website.

In Figure 4.11(a) you can see RGB output of original hyperspectral image data of Beltsville using Kodak DCS420 camera sensors. In order to form the output we integrate data from all 31 channels to build RGB using the sensor gains as shown in Figure 4.1(a).

Since we have narrow band sensor responses, we can build the ideal output as shown in Figure 4.11(b) by choosing exact wavelengths of Red, Green and Blue equal to 610, 540 and 450 nanometers with sensor gains equal to 0.97, 0.69 and 0.50 respectively. This ideal delta function camera sensor response is shown in Figure 4.12. As you can see in Figure 4.11 output of the ideal delta function camera is sharper and seems nicer than output of Kodak DCS420, which is reasonable since the ideal camera should be more like a delta function camera and the bands should have less overlap possible.

We now can apply the same method developed for multispectral images as in §3.1. Figure 4.13(a) is the original image in chromaticity space. You can see the shadows as the strongest illumination effect on different parts of the image such as roads, parking lot, and in the forest.

Figure 4.13(b) show the result of our method in the chromaticity space. Since both images are
Figure 4.11: (a) Kodak DCS420 camera Output (b) Ideal Delta function camera output

Figure 4.12: Ideal Delta function camera sensor gains
in chromaticity space, one can compare them together. It is clear that in the resulting chromaticity image lots of shadows are completely removed, for example from roads, parking lots and the middle parts of the forest, or at least reduced to a great extent, such as top right of the forest.

Since chromaticity is the colour without magnitude sometimes it is hard to interpret. In order to have more interpretable outcome from the method we first move from 31-dimensional spectral space to XYZ space, and then to SRGB using simple matrix conversion. We then match the colour histogram of the output with the colour histogram of original image, and de-saturate the result. The outcome of this process is in Figure 4.14(b). To make comparison easier we put the original image in SRGB format, and the resulted original SRGB image is shown in Figure 4.14(a).

It should be mentioned that the process described above is not re-integration and we are not building the original image without shadows. Thus the images are not comparable pixel to pixel, instead it is just used to visualize the output in more understandable and interpretable form.

Results presented from Beltsville image data show that the method for multispectral images
will work well if we make a multispectral image from our hyperspectral image first, but the question is why should we use less information in order to make a illumination invariant image? Using the described approach we reduced our 360 channels to only 31 channels which means we have not used lots of available information, most beyond visibility for human beings.

To make use of all the available information, we can use an extended version of our method, with 360 channels instead of 31 which accepts 360-dimensional input data. The process as it sounds is computationally time-consuming, so we did that on a smaller patch of the image, the part which is most challenging in terms of strongest illumination effects. Figure 4.15 shows this part of input image data in SRGB.

As you can see, there are shadows on the road, as well as in parking lots and forest; the shadow in forest is very strong which makes it even harder to remove. If we apply our method to 360-dimensional data, the resulting chromaticity output would be in 360-dimensional space as well. In order to visualize that one can use the interpolation as we used in previous approach, cut the visible

Figure 4.14: (a) Original Beltsville image in SRGB (b) Result of the method after histogram match function applied, in SRGB
domain and then visualize just that part of the spectrum. A result of such an approach is shown in Figure 4.16.

As you can see, Figure 4.16(a) shows the chromaticity of original image, and Figure 4.16(b) shows the chromaticity of the resulting image, but the resulting image is not promising in terms of removing illumination effects. A valid question would be why this is happening when we are using more information than previous approach? Does this mean that our method can only work for multispectral images and not for hyperspectral images?

The answer is “No”. In fact the method works fine, the reason for a “not-good” result, a result where illumination effects are visually distinct, was mentioned before in §2.2. When we are dealing with hyperspectral images we should consider beyond visibility channels in visualizing the original or resulted image. Here we process all the channels in processing time, but when we try to visualize we only use the visible channels. If we take a closer look we can see that using whole spectrum, the method tries to remove illumination effects from all spectral channels, both in visible and invisible domain to a great extent. To show this we use information from two points in the image, one in the shadow and one in the light. Figure 4.17 shows two points; the blue one is in shadow while the red one is in the light. The actual surface of those two points in the picture are similar so their spectrum after removing illumination should be similar, although their spectrum is not similar before removing illumination effects. Figure 4.18(a) shows the spectrum of those points before removing illumination effects and Figure 4.18(b) shows the spectrum after removing the illumination effects.

In the Figure 4.18(a) and (b), the green shaded area is the human visibility domain. It shows that the visible domain is small in comparison with the full spectral domain, and that although
the invariant spectrum of two points do not match exactly, the space between them is reduced greatly even in the visible domain. In general the result shows the effectiveness of our method for hyperspectral images to a great extent.

Another way to show the effectiveness of the proposed method is to visualize the full spectrum as an image. There have been many attempts for visualizing hyperspectral images which have been mentioned in §1.3. We used the method proposed by Jacobson and Gupta in [42] and extended by Jacobson et al. in [43]. In their work they proposed different envelopes, which can be used for visualization purposes. Here the Colour Matching Function Stretched is used. Figure 4.19 shows that function which is stretched to the whole spectra.

Using their method the resulting original image and resulting invariant image are shown in Figure 4.20. As you can see the illumination effects, such as shadow, are not removed completely but reduced to a great extent.

Figure 4.16: (a) Original image in chromaticity space (b) Result in chromaticity space
Figure 4.17: Two points in Beltsville hyperspectral image. Blue point is in shadow, Red point is in light.

### 4.3.2 AVIRIS f960628t01p02r04 Dataset

Another dataset used for testing the proposed method was from Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) [52], dataset f960628t01p02r04 which was also used in [2] as well. This data set is huge, so we used 3 different patches from it. The dataset has 224 channels, which is less than the Beltsville dataset.

Similar to Beltsville dataset we first apply our method on AVIRIS f960628t01p02r04 dataset by making the ideal 31-dimensional interpolation of the hyperspectral data, and applying our method for multispectral images to it. The original image for three different patches of the dataset is shown in (a) of Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23. The original chromaticities are in (b) of those Figures.

In Figure 4.21(c) the resulting chromaticity for illumination invariant image is shown. The strong shadows are removed very well. The same output for patch 2 and 3 of the dataset can be seen in Figure 4.22(c) and Figure 4.23(c).

Part (d) of AVIRIS result figures show the problem discussed in the Beltsville dataset, when we apply the hyperspectral method to whole spectrum but we show only the visible domain spectrum as output. The shadow is reduced but it is still there. We applied the same procedure as in the Beltsville dataset. We choose two points which should have similar surface reflectance, one in shadow and another in light. The chosen points are shown in part (a) of Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23, where the red point is in light and the blue point is in shadow.

Plots shown in part (e) and (f) of AVIRIS result figures shows that although the method for hyperspectral images is not as successful as the method for multispectral images in removing
Figure 4.18: (a) Spectrum of shadow point (blue) and light point (red) in original image data (b) Spectrum of shadow point (blue) and light point (red) after applying illumination invariant method
Figure 4.19: Colour Matching Function of CIELAB 1964 Stretched to whole spectra

illumination effects and the illumination effects are still visually distinct, it made the spectra look closer to each other than they were in the original image.
Figure 4.20: (a) Visualized Hyperspectral Original Image using CMF Stretched (b) Visualized Hyperspectral Illumination Invariant Image using CMF Stretched
Figure 4.21: AVIRIS f960628t01p02r04 dataset. Patch1 : (a) Original Image in SRGB, Shadow point (blue) and light point (red) (b) Original Chromaticity Image (c) Invariant Image using visible spectrum (d) Invariant Image using whole spectrum (e) Original spectrum plot for red and blue points. Red is in light and blue is in shadow (f) Invariant spectrum plot for red and blue points. Red is in light and blue is in shadow
Figure 4.22: AVIRIS f960628t01p02r04 dataset, Patch2: (a) Original Image in SRGB, Shadow point (blue) and light point (red) (b) Original Chromaticity Image (c) Invariant Image using visible spectrum (d) Invariant Image using whole spectrum (e) Original spectrum plot for red and blue points. Red is in light and blue is in shadow (f) Invariant spectrum plot for red and blue points. Red is in light and blue is in shadow
Figure 4.23: AVIRIS f960628t01p02r04 dataset. Patch3: (a) Original Image in SRGB, Shadow point (blue) and light point (red) (b) Original Chromaticity Image (c) Invariant Image using visible spectrum (d) Invariant Image using whole spectrum (e) Original spectrum plot for red and blue points. Red is in light and blue is in shadow (f) Invariant spectrum plot for red and blue points. Red is in light and blue is in shadow
Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Conclusion

In this thesis we have set out a method for producing an illumination-invariant spectral image. The method was to a good degree successful in removing effects of illuminant strength and colour, and of shading as well, for multispectral images. For hyperspectral images, however, the method was not completely successful in removing these illumination effects; some effects remain visually distinct. Nevertheless the method was successful in suppressing the effects to great extent.

My contribution in this work was partly in design of the method: discovery of the new method for finding an illumination-invariant direction in this new regime of images greater than 3-D; and also in implementing the method and doing experiments on different datasets. I also analyzed and interpreted the results to refine the method. The method was implemented using MATLAB.

I found that the task of removing the effects of illumination is significantly eased using spectral images, since the main objective, that of finding an illumination-invariant direction, easily falls out of the nature of the data – sensors are indeed narrowband and this makes this task relatively simple. I found that this results in images that are highly invariant to illumination, for multispectral images (here, using 31 channels). For hyperspectral images, however, with hundreds of spectral bands, results were not as promising as they were for multispectral images. Nonetheless illumination effects are still suppressed.

Suppressing or removing illumination effects will help in many applications. For example in remote sensing, illumination effects can cause misclassification of the material in different regions but with using the illumination invariant method as a preprocessing step we might indeed be able to increase the accuracy of classification.

Another possible application of this method is in edge detection and segmentation. Illumination effects can cause extra edges in an image where there is no material change. These edges can cause
over-segmentation. By using the illumination invariant method we can improve the results of edge detection and segmentation.

The method still has some limitations. Specularities are seen to remain a problem for the method proposed. Of course, if we knew or measured the spectral function for the illuminant, then simple subtraction-based methods can in principle remove specularities: these methods customarily make the assumption that illumination is equi-energy, uniformly “white” across the spectrum [73] [62]. However, making use of the special knowledge of the illuminant spectrum is not in fact generating an illumination “invariant” – i.e., a quantity which is independent of lighting, without knowledge of the lighting; and indeed here we make no assumption about the lighting.

Discovering material mixtures that all contribute in each pixel is another problem still to be tackled. In hyperspectral images, usually each pixel may represent a mixture of several different materials. This can cause problems because the mix of those materials can reflect the light differently and this will lead to complications and finally poor results. Discovering mixtures is one of the chief aims of hyperspectral imaging, and using the method set out here in this important task is still an open question.

5.2 Future Work

Possible work in future work could be focusing on specularities. One can address this issue by examining schemes for determining the spectral-gain offset vector log $\phi_k$, and hence in effect the specular point. If the spectral point is known in the 31-dimensional multispectral space or in higher-dimensional hyperspectral space, matte colours might be determined by knowing to what extent specular content is included in spectral image pixel data.

Another direction for future work can be to examine how breaking the assumption of narrow-band sensors, and using broader-band sensors, would affect the invariant generated here. Another approach could be to apply spectral sharpening to such broader-band sensors. As well, the model used assumes a Planckian light, whereas the experiments in § 4.2 with real data use standard day-lights in a light-box. The question remains, then, to what degree departing from the Planckian model affects results in general.

One other direction can be re-integrating using the gradient information from the chromaticity image and spectral information from the original image, and re-building the original hyperspectral image but without illumination effects. The resulting image in original space might be used for determining the material in hyperspectral images with higher accuracy, without illumination effects.

Testing the effectiveness of the method for other applications such as segmentation and edge detection is another possible way to extend this work.
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